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Hello guys! This is a serif-type family of 72 Fontfabric fonts. Introducing the Noah Font family. Noah is more than just another geometric without. With sharp details and distinctive location, it further expands the boundaries of x-height, providing unprecedented flexibility. The specific structure is paired with normal width proportions, moderate contrast and
vertical stress - which makes Noah well-suited for a wide range of typographical purposes. This type of family consists of 72 fonts divided into four sub-familys with different x-heights - ranging from Noah Grotesque at the bottom, through Noah and Noah Text, and extends to the highest - Noah's Head. The entire set includes styles from thin to black, with an
appropriate true foundry and supports advanced Latin and Cyrillic scripts in more than 130 languages. It's a demo. Noah is free for personal use, please visit his store for more other products, and purchase fonts to support him. Link to buy full version and commercial license: Noah-bold Fast Brown Fox jumps over lazy dog noah-bolditalic Fast Brown Fox
jumps over lazy dog Noah-regularitalic Fast Brown Fox jumps over lazy Dog O God said Noah (God told Noah) to build (just to build this arc) 30 cubic meters high (30 cubic meters high) 50 cubic meters wide (50 cubic meters wide) Oh, it will rain (oh, It's going to rain) It will rain for 40 days (40 days and 40 nights) I want to (I want to stand) Stand the test of
time (stand the test of time) (Repeat 2x) About God said Noah (God said Noah) Told him to build (just to build this arc) 30 cubic meters high (30 cubic meters high) 50 cubic meters wide (50 cubic meters wide) O Oh, it's going to rain (oh, it's going to rain) Oh, it's going to rain (it's going to rain) It will rain) It will rain for 40 days (40 days and 40 nights) I want to
(I want to stand) Stand the test of time (stand the test of time) dripping and dropping (drop and drop water kept falling) Dripping and dropping (drops and drops of water kept falling) Can you feel the rain fall (drop and drop water continued to fall) Look at the rain dropping (drop and dropping water continued to fall) Dripping and dropping (drop and drop water
kept falling) Noah said come on in the arc (drop and drop water continued to fall) Because it starts to rain (drop and drop water kept falling) Noah said come on in the arc (drop and drop of water continued to fall) Fire next time No more water, fire next time No more water, fire next time No more Fire next time Fire next time, Fire next time there will be more
water, Fire next time It will fire next time Fire next time, fire next time No more water, fire next next (repeat as to the) Font Styles Info Font Tester Glyph Map Desktop Use for any kind of static designs, in print, for logos, products and more. Web use as a self-print on your website. Digital ads, app, ePub, use of the server in HTML digital advertising, e-books,
servers and more. Feel free to contact us if you need a broadcaster, game, corporate or any custom license for your company. Get in touch view of Noah's example is more than just another non-serif geometric font. With sharp details and distinctive location, it further expands the boundaries of x-height, providing unprecedented flexibility. The specific
structure is paired with normal width proportions, moderate contrast and vertical stress - which makes Noah well-suited for a wide range of typographical purposes. This type of family consists of 72 fonts divided into four sub-familys with different x-heights - ranging from Noah Grotesque at the bottom, through Noah and Noah Text, and extends to the highest -
Noah's Head. The entire set includes styles from thin to black, with an appropriate true foundry and supports advanced Latin and Cyrillic scripts in more than 130 languages. The inclusion of terminals with humanistic taste and typographical letters, such as g binoculars or geometric a, offers a combination of the best aspects of both geometric and grotesque
font classics. Fontfabric font foundry shares 4 Noah FREE fonts are available. Get custom font design for your brand. Explore demo fonts for free download. Stylistic Alternatives to Common Ligatures Discretionary Ligatures Contextual Alternatives To Localized Forms Tabular Figures Diagonal Fractions Subscript Superscripts Case Sensitive Forms Ordinals
One morning, when Gregor Samsa awoke from restless dreams, he found himself transformed in his bed into a horrible pest. He lay on the armor like a back, and if he raised his head a little he could see his brown belly, slightly domed and separated by arches into tight sections. The bedding was hardly able to cover it and seemed ready to slip off at any
moment. His numerous legs, pitifully thin compared to the size of the rest of him, waved helplessly as he looked. What happened to me? I thought. It wasn't a dream. His room, a proper human room, though too small, lay peacefully between the four familiar walls. A collection of textile samples lay on the table - Samsa was a salesman - and above it hung a
painting that he had recently cut from an illustrated magazine and placed in a beautiful, gilded frame. It showed a lady wearing a fur hat and fur boa constrictor, sitting upright lifting up the heavy fur clutch that covered her entire lower hand to the viewer. Gregor then turned to look out the window at the overcast weather. The story of Gregor Samsa One
morning when Gregor Samsa woke up from a troubled problem he found himself transformed in his bed into a horrible pest. He lay on the armor like a back, and if he raised his head a little he could see his brown belly, slightly domed and separated by arches into tight sections. The bedding was hardly able to cover it and seemed ready to slip off at any
moment. His numerous legs, pitifully thin compared to the size of the rest of him, waved helplessly as he looked. What happened to me? I thought. It wasn't a dream. His room, a proper human room, though too small, lay peacefully between the four familiar walls. A collection of textile samples lay on the table - Samsa was a salesman - and above it hung a
painting that he had recently cut from an illustrated magazine and placed in a beautiful, gilded frame. It showed a lady wearing a fur hat and fur boa constrictor, sitting upright, lifting a heavy fur clutch that covered her entire lower arm to the viewer. Gregor then turned to look out the window at the overcast weather. Afrikaans, Asu, Belarusian, Bemba, Ben,
Bulgarian, Breton, Bosnian (Cyrillic), Catalan, Chechen, Chiga, Cech, Welsh, Danish, Taita, German, Lower Sorbian, Jola-Fonya, Embu, English, Esperanto, Spanish, Estonian, Basque, Finnish, Filipino, French, Friulian, Irish, Scottish Gaelic, Galician, Swiss German, Hussian, Man, Croatian, Upper Sorb, Hungarian, Indonesian, Icelandic, Italian, machame,
kamba, Makonde, Kabuverdianu, Kikuyu, Kalaellisu, Kalellisut, Kalenjin, Luo, Luia, Louo, Louia, , Macedonian, Maltese, Norwegian Bokmul, Northern Ndebele, Dutch, Norwegian Nynorsk, Nyankole, Oromo, Polish, Portuguese, Kechua, Romans, Rundi, Romanian, Rombo, Russian, Kinyarwanda, Rva, Samburu, Sanga, Northern Sami, Seine, Sango, Slovak,
Slovenian, Inari Sami, Shona, Somalia, Albanian, Serbian (Latin), Serbian (Latin), Swedish, Swahili, Teso, Turkish, Uzbek Contact Credits Light Sims, Radomir Tinkov, Stan Partalev Uni Sans 14 Styles Uni Sans Area Pro 18 Styles Area Pro We use cookies to personalize content and ads, to provide social media features and to analyze our traffic. We also
share information about your use of our site with our partners in social networks, advertising and analytics. For more information, please read our Privacy Policy Take Cookies Management Management
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